Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Recent studies pertaining to weather and atmospheric effects on humans have established associations between human health outcomes and meteorological conditions (e.g., Basu and Samet [@CR3]; Doyon et al. [@CR19]; Gosling et al. [@CR26]) It is well documented that there is a complex relationship between climate, air pollution, and specific human health outcomes in North America (Hanna et al. [@CR34]; Vanos et al. [@CR60]; [@CR61]). Air pollution has been shown in many studies to be a contributing factor to human morbidity and mortality (Hanna et al. [@CR34]; Ramlow and Kuller [@CR44]; Schwartz [@CR48]; Vanos et al. [@CR60]; [@CR61]) and is also related to synoptic weather patterns, which cover large regions up to \~1,000 km^2^ (Davis et al. [@CR13]; Greene et al. [@CR28]). Spatial synoptic classification (SSC; Sheridan [@CR52]) allows for the accounting and understanding of how humans respond to a combination of meteorological variables simultaneously. Although temperature alone has been shown to be a satisfactory predictor of health outcomes such as mortality and morbidity (Anderson and Bell [@CR1]; Curriero et al. [@CR12]; Díaz et al. [@CR16]; Hajat et al. [@CR33]), it is known that human physiology responds to the complex synergistic effects of all external elements of ambient air---including air pollution---expressed at the synoptic level as well as by weather type (Greene et al. [@CR28]; Vanos et al. [@CR60]; Vanos et al. [@CR61]).

Holistically accounting for all elements of a weather situation is important to provide more accurate results in modeling. Time series models have become more prevalent in literature as a means to measure the short-term health effects of weather as well as modifying and synergistic effects of such atmospheric variables (e.g., Anderson and Bell [@CR1]; Bell et al. [@CR4]; Cakmak et al. [@CR11]; Dominici et al. [@CR18]; Guo et al. [@CR30]; Samet et al. [@CR46]; [@CR47]). For example, using a case-crossover approach (Stafoggia et al. [@CR56]) estimated the effect of particulate matter \<10 μm (PM~10~) on mortality to be greater on days with higher temperature, indicating positive interactions, yet were commonly not statistically significant. Anderson and Bell ([@CR1]) made use of a Poisson generalized additive model demonstrating an increase of 3.0 % in the risk of death from high temperatures in 107 US communities. Yet when controlling for the confounding factor of air pollution (ozone (O~3~) and particulate matter \<10 μm (PM~10~)), they found the model signal to be slightly lowered (\~0.4 % on average) due to the interactions between weather and air pollution on mortality; however, this was not significant, and little air pollution data were available in the chosen communities. Additionally, Bell et al. ([@CR4]) found that when using both constrained and unconstrained distributed lag models (DLMs), a 10-ppb increase in O~3~ was associated with an 0.52-% increase in daily mortality based on 7-day delayed effects.

Conventional DLMs rely on the assumption of a linear effect between exposure and outcome; however, accounting for the known nonlinear relationships is vital (Braga et al. [@CR6]; Gasparrini and Armstrong [@CR23]; Gasparrini [@CR22]). Further, using only exposure-response curve methods does not capture the nonlinear associations and can create difficulties when comparing disparate climates across the country (Anderson and Bell [@CR1]). The delayed effects of temperature and/or air pollution across a range of values and time lags can be modeled using a distributed lag nonlinear model (DLNM) (Armstrong [@CR2]; Gasparrini and Armstrong [@CR23]; Gasparrini [@CR22]) with sufficient sample sizes present. Additional effects rather than just temperature are also present, which are not captured in merely temperature-mortality models, and further studies are needed to evaluate these additional effects (e.g., duration, lags, air pollution) (Rocklov et al. [@CR45]).

There remains a considerable amount to discover concerning the modifying effects of weather types and specific variables on air pollution-health interactions (Dear et al. [@CR14]; Hajat et al. [@CR33]). As the urban mix of air pollutants is complex, more careful studies needed to determine which aspects are most harmful to humans (Brook et al. [@CR7]). Given the variety of weather elements affecting pollution levels, a synoptic meteorology approach is well-suited to study city-specific pollution variations (Greene et al. [@CR28]; Rainham et al. [@CR43]). Rainham et al. ([@CR43]) found minimal consistency in the pattern between health effects of air pollution during both the summer and winter seasons in Toronto, Canada, yet pollution concentrations were dependent on weather type.

Inconsistencies in results also necessitate further research into air pollution and interactive effects relating climate to mortality. Despite the long-standing research on potential human health impacts due to changing temperatures, along with future climate change predictions (Dessai [@CR15]; Gosling et al. [@CR26], [@CR27]; Greene et al. [@CR29]), there has been minimal application of synoptic weather types to climate-air pollution interactions with mortality. Accordingly, the goal of this study is to conduct a large-scale investigative analysis, using 28 years of data (1981--2008) for the summer season (Jun-Jul-Aug; JJA), assessing the short-term effects of exposure to the air pollutants nitrogen dioxide, ozone, sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter \<2.5 μm on the relative risk of mortality (RR). We examine the modifying effects of weather type on RR using a daily spatial synoptic classification (SSC; Sheridan and Dolney [@CR53]; Sheridan [@CR52]). Modifying effects are first investigated with a single-pollutant model. We then adjust these effects for the remaining three pollutants to determine dependent pollutant effects on mortality risk. Both city-specific and pooled relative risks of mortality are calculated. Urban variations of extreme pollution levels in the 12 large Canadian cities are also assessed based on SSC weather type.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Mortality data {#Sec3}
--------------

Daily nonaccidental-related mortality data from 1981--2008 were obtained from the Canadian Vital Statistics databases at Statistics Canada (via the Public Health Agency of Canada) for Vancouver, BC; Calgary, AB; Edmonton, AB; Regina, SK; Winnipeg, MB; Toronto, ON; Windsor, ON; Ottawa, ON; Montreal, QC; Quebec City, QC; Halifax, NS; and St. John's, NF. Data availability for Quebec City and Montreal extend only to the year 2000; hence, we complete the analysis for these cities for 20 rather than 28 years. Causes of death were categorized using codes from the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 9th revision (codes \<800) and ICD 10th revision (codes A00 to R99) (World Health Organization WHO [@CR62]). All nonaccidental mortality is considered, rather than only heat-related, as significant undercounts by the coroner when identifying heat deaths commonly occur (Dixon et al. [@CR17]). The mortality rate per 100,000 people was calculated based on yearly population values for each city accessed from Statistics Canada.

Spatial synoptic classification data {#Sec4}
------------------------------------

A suite of routinely monitored meteorological parameters is used to identify each weather situation as one of six weather-type categories, plus a transition category (where one weather type yields to another). The current study focuses on the five warm or hot weather types, with descriptions specific to Canadian summers as follows (see Rainham et al. ([@CR43]) for further detail):

### Dry moderate (DM) {#d30e550}

A pleasantly warm, dry weather type that is common throughout much of southern Canada in the summer and is associated with mostly sunny conditions.

### Dry tropical (DT) {#d30e555}

The combined hottest and driest weather type, with sunny, clear skies and occurs subsequent to, or during, anticyclone events with large regional subsidence of air.

### Moist moderate (MM) {#d30e560}

Mild, humid, cloudy, unstable weather often bringing rain showers and occurs with warm fronts or from modification of moist tropical air in the summer.

### Moist tropical (MT) {#d30e565}

Combined hottest and most humid weather type. Skies are partly cloudy in the summer due to instability and convection.

### Moist tropical plus (MT+) {#d30e570}

Extreme subset of MT, in which morning and afternoon apparent temperatures are both above the corresponding MT mean temperatures for the specific location.

Developed by Sheridan ([@CR52]), the SSC is a semi-automated classification system that derives from an algorithm comparing listed surface observations to days that are most representative of the various weather types at each monitoring station. The SSC is based on "sliding seed days" representing expected and observed meteorological conditions at each location throughout the year for each weather type. To select seed days for each season and location, thresholds for typical weather variables are quantified for each weather type (i.e., air and dew point temperatures, air pressure, wind velocity, cloud cover), which define that weather type for the given location and time of year. Each day can then be classified into one of the six weather types based on representativeness of the local climate (see Sheridan ([@CR52]) and Hondula et al. ([@CR37]) for specific methodology). The SSC accounts for relative temporal and spatial variability and hence lends itself well to understanding city-specific health outcomes. For example, a summer MT+ day in Toronto is warmer (0300 h *T*~avg~ = 30.3 °C) than a summer DT day in Quebec City (*T*~avg~ = 28.6 °C) (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Descriptive summertime statistics for 12 Canadian cities within five weather types (1981--2008): weather type frequency for Jun-Jul-Aug (JJA) (%), relative mortality, 2011 population, mean 1600 h air temperature (T~a~), and ambient pollution concentrations (NO~2~, O~3~, SO~2,~ PM~2.5~)City populationSynoptic categoryFrequency (%)Relative mortalitySDAir temp (T~a~) (°C)SDNO~2~ (ppb)SDO~3~ (ppb)SDSO~2~ (ppb)SDPM~2.5~ (μg m^−3^)SDCalgary\
1,214,839DM33.41.100.3824.073.0319.666.1525.036.302.341.929.959.16DT3.21.110.3829.612.2221.775.2926.796.202.842.0517.1116.69MM11.91.110.3518.722.8818.076.3722.995.912.091.718.274.20MT0.51.270.3527.412.7817.145.6626.614.882.502.0212.883.64MT+0.0NANANANANANAEdmonton\
1,159,869DM19.51.370.4824.672.8416.138.6228.607.391.861.4910.739.54DT1.11.360.5728.883.0715.6410.5435.508.711.441.2812.505.16MM8.11.380.4919.782.7212.576.0823.816.261.431.147.816.37MT0.71.420.3827.781.8710.105.8233.494.711.300.6711.913.04MT+0.0NANANANANANAHalifax\
390,328DM21.13.030.9522.952.4014.638.2220.798.386.834.197.393.92DT0.63.190.8129.502.2216.786.0324.198.177.954.2510.175.49MM23.72.910.9419.842.5214.429.6220.729.976.534.357.693.98MT7.72.990.9725.212.2315.0410.5323.2510.126.514.3711.987.96MT+1.22.770.8927.212.1414.4610.4018.878.946.426.2816.5010.82Montreal\
3,824,221DM32.21.960.3625.462.2321.397.1919.687.794.272.648.324.42DT1.32.270.5330.591.6224.527.7147.1717.496.755.1811.203.44MM24.01.950.3621.702.3319.736.4917.257.443.182.229.545.23MT22.02.130.4227.802.3722.898.1928.3010.593.652.4016.529.18MT+4.42.380.5930.351.9024.6110.8434.1211.113.682.3820.2011.99Ottawa\
1,236,324DM29.71.410.4425.552.3715.238.4920.318.112.522.326.996.15DT3.71.450.5031.611.8619.6910.7133.3712.353.392.5313.726.06MM24.31.400.4422.112.6815.598.7420.378.182.012.078.535.98MT16.21.430.4628.372.3218.5410.1328.5311.022.642.2815.478.65MT+2.41.560.4830.862.1417.1211.0335.1312.052.992.7318.9610.13Quebec City\
3,824,221DM30.81.640.5824.332.6914.388.4418.337.093.447.428.525.04DT0.61.690.6529.302.4919.0911.3322.5815.337.108.95NANAMM22.81.630.5720.312.6513.709.1116.637.415.5513.577.203.65MT16.11.760.6726.682.5914.788.8924.5311.162.705.4519.508.98MT+2.92.000.8129.212.3813.177.5528.5814.511.752.4021.7511.73Regina\
210,556DM30.21.400.8126.112.9414.2711.4825.346.570.680.868.744.38DT4.01.340.7932.572.6019.1015.4831.807.931.071.2910.295.34MM11.21.380.8021.682.5911.498.1323.316.370.420.706.913.53MT1.11.410.8128.193.0812.519.5627.937.510.500.6610.313.60MT+1.41.430.6131.842.4111.648.1430.918.710.560.7213.603.64St. John\
210,556DM19.41.840.8720.432.646.154.0121.088.703.312.845.232.68DT0.0NANANANANANAMM23.01.800.8717.782.626.845.4221.1110.173.202.935.153.84MT6.91.850.8922.771.784.794.7820.8810.252.492.545.874.62MT+1.32.040.8923.831.533.152.7917.0810.931.691.846.098.01Toronto\
5,583,064DM34.21.560.2724.932.4022.778.1024.687.673.172.608.485.50DT6.21.620.3131.672.1527.299.1142.0811.074.843.1120.6911.03MM18.81.580.2921.352.5223.307.9923.058.462.692.0911.877.33MT21.51.620.2827.502.5524.497.9633.098.903.832.7319.009.17MT+3.51.680.3130.182.3623.457.4728.488.483.943.1325.199.36Vancouver\
2,313,328DM48.91.540.3321.272.2317.776.6817.674.724.132.346.312.83DT0.0NANANANANANAMM24.31.500.3119.001.6415.434.8113.564.303.551.915.532.64MT0.71.770.2626.911.5624.537.6029.755.095.702.3710.452.09MT+0.0NANANANANANANAWindsor\
319,246DM28.01.430.7626.772.2322.129.4032.8310.466.604.4811.336.74DT4.71.460.7232.542.0623.8111.0946.9312.079.955.1222.1611.11MM19.41.450.7322.962.3320.889.5126.398.865.133.8912.246.60MT29.11.450.7728.692.6320.909.5037.4310.476.473.9219.729.03MT+7.31.550.8331.272.2220.479.0039.929.986.553.9023.7411.01Winnipeg\
730,018DM28.91.910.5726.012.7611.485.2422.206.720.731.407.425.18DT1.91.990.5932.642.8912.695.2434.269.710.951.0210.602.43MM17.41.960.6021.992.669.864.1719.586.740.480.945.883.17MT15.11.970.6228.082.6610.124.1227.337.200.410.708.493.79MT+2.91.960.5930.792.329.183.5930.927.960.571.269.264.15AverageDM29.81.680.4924.381.9516.334.8023.044.453.321.968.281.78DT2.51.750.6030.891.4920.044.4234.478.754.633.1814.276.27MM19.11.670.4620.601.6015.164.7620.733.583.021.948.052.26MT11.51.750.4727.121.6516.326.2728.494.693.222.1013.514.54MT+2.31.920.4129.512.3816.327.3830.997.703.472.3917.258.21Mortality rate per 100,000 people, calculated based on yearly population; Statistics Canada 2011 Census, population for census metropolitan area

Meteorological data used to classify weather types into SSC categories for each of the 12 cities are obtained from first-order airport weather stations maintained by the Meteorological Service of Canada. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} lists the city-specific information pertaining to each weather type, including the summertime frequencies, mean 1500 h air temperatures, and air pollution concentrations. The SSC has been implemented in many human health-climate studies (e.g., Hajat et al. [@CR33]; Hanna et al. [@CR34]; Vanos et al. [@CR58]; [@CR59]; Sheridan et al. [@CR55]). The weather types most commonly associated with increases in mortality (and therefore designated as "offensive" weather types) are MT+ and DT (Sheridan and Kalkstein [@CR54]).

Air pollution data {#Sec5}
------------------

Air pollution data from the National Air Pollution Surveillance Network (NAPS) database were collected for the period of 1981--2008. Measurements of average hourly concentrations of ozone (O~3~, ppb), nitrogen dioxide (NO~2~, ppb), particulate matter \<2.5 μm in diameter (PM~2.5~, μm m^−3^), and daily sulfur dioxide (SO~2~, ppb) were utilized in this analysis. Hourly measurements were averaged to obtain daily concentrations of these pollutants. For PM~2.5~, the earliest year for which data were available was 1998. For both SO~2~ and O~3~, complete datasets were available for the 1981--2008 period for all cities except St. John's (data from 1989--2008). NO~2~ data were complete for all cities in the given years except for Calgary and St. John's (available data beginning in 1990 and 1989, respectively). Days with no recorded data were considered as missing data and treated as such in the model.

Data analysis {#Sec6}
-------------

### Extreme pollution episodes {#Sec7}

A detailed evaluation of the synoptic conditions associated with extreme air pollution levels for each city is completed using a method by Greene et al. ([@CR28]), whereby the top 5 % of pollution days (classified as "extreme") for each pollutant is examined by air mass (or weather type). To do so, we determine the relative ratio representing the relationship between the percent of days in the top 5 % of pollution levels, to the percent frequency of the select weather type. Therefore, a ratio of 1.0 indicates that an extreme pollution episode is more likely to occur in the given weather type. A ratio ≥2.0 indicates statistical significance (*p* \< 0.05) of this likelihood (Greene et al. [@CR28]; Kalkstein [@CR38]). A value of "0.0" for a particular pollutant signifies virtually no chance of the level of the given pollutant reaching the highest 5 % level based on the data records.

### Distributed lag nonlinear modeling {#Sec8}

For each city and weather type, the RR due to exposure to each air pollutant is modeled using a DLNM. In addition, the interactive effects of exposure to two pollutants are modeled to determine the modifying effect on risk of mortality. The DLNM is a relatively new standardized approach that uses a time series modeling framework to describe the simultaneous nonlinear and delayed effects between predictors and an outcome (Gasparrini [@CR22]). The overarching purpose is to provide a statistical regression model that defines the relationship between a set of predictors and an outcome and then to estimate the risk effect (Gasparrini [@CR22]). The DLNM also has the advantage of using more than one variable showing delayed effects (e.g., two-pollutant interactive effects) to be transformed through a cross-basis function. The framework can describe flexible relationships based on air pollution as a predictor, and the dimension of the lag, hence, specifying two independent predictors (Gasparrini and Armstrong [@CR23]). We apply lags of 0--6 days for each pollutant examined to estimate the RR due to exposure in a single day (lag 0) and multiple lag days, where the total estimate by the DLNM summarizes the effects of cumulative exposure over the previous days (Dominici et al. [@CR18]). This addresses the further complexity that arises when there are delayed effects of a predictor (air pollution) on an outcome (mortality). Specific details and examples are provided in Gasparrini and Armstrong ([@CR23], [@CR24]) and Gasparrini ([@CR22]).

In order to remove any temporal variability (cycles) in mortality, we adjust for various time confounders using a categorical variable for day of week (DOW) and apply a natural cubic spline of time with one knot at each of 30, 120, 180, and 365 days of observation for monthly, 3-month (seasonal), 6-month (biannual), and yearly time effects, respectively. Separate model runs are completed for exposure to single air pollutants as well as adjustments for the single pollutant due to simultaneous exposure to the remaining three pollutants; hence, all two-way interactions were assessed. The optimal number of knots is determined based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC) goodness-of-fit test, the Bartlett test for autocorrelation, as well as visual examination to maximize the evidence that the residuals do not display any type of structure. Within the DLNM, we control for mean air temperature, rather than minimum or maximum, as preliminary analysis demonstrated enhanced model strength based on model prediction values (or AIC). This was also found to be true based on AIC testing by Curriero et al. ([@CR12]) in 11 US cities, with further studies (Bell et al. [@CR4]; Guo et al. [@CR30]; Samet et al. [@CR46]; [@CR47]) also using mean temperature based on extensive work and thereby accounting more fully temperatures experienced throughout the full day, rather than at one time. As an example, the pollutant-adjusted models can be summarized generally as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ LogE\left({Y}_t\kern0.5em /{X}_t\right)\sim \kern0.5em \beta {X}_{t-1}+\delta {X^{,}}_{t-1}+{\mathrm{DOW}}_t\kern0.5em +\mathrm{ns}\left({T}_{\mathrm{avg},} df\right)+\mathrm{ns}\left(\mathrm{time}, df\right) $$\end{document}$$where *Y*~*t*~ is the daily count of nonaccidental mortality, *X*~*t*−*l*~ is the main pollution level on day *t* with 0 to 6 days of lag, *X*' is the adjusting pollutant level at same lag, and *β* and *δ* are the regression coefficients linking the main pollutant and the adjusting pollutant to daily mortality, respectively, DOW~*t*~ indicates the day of the week on day *t*, ns(*T*~avg~, 4) is the natural spline of temperature with four degrees of freedom (*df*), ns(time, *df*) is the natural spline of calendar time with *df* corresponding to a knot 30, 120, 180, and 365 days of observation. The effect estimates for each season and weather type were obtained by pollutant × season / weather type interaction terms (Vanos et al. [@CR60]; Vanos et al. [@CR61]). For example, season-specific DM effect estimates can be found by replacing *β* by *β*~(w,dm)~I~w~I~dm~ + *β*~(sp,dm)~I~sp~I~dm~ + *β*~(au,dm)~I~au~I~dm~ + *β*~(su,dm)~I~su~I~dm~, where I~w~, I~sp~, I~au~, and I~su~ are indicators of winter, spring, autumn, and summer, respectively, and I~dm~ is indicator of DM weather type. The selected models for each city are pooled into one estimate using a random effects model. From this, we present the increase in relative risk of mortality (RR) for an interquartile increase of exposure to each individual pollutant and each two-way interaction, with 95 % confidence intervals (CI).

Based on standard deviations and the upper and lower 95 % CI, we are able to describe any uncertainty and variability in the estimates of RR. Single and pooled RR estimates are tested for statistical significance using *t* tests, and a level of statistical significance of 0.05 (where a *t* value \>2.0 indicates a statistically significant positive relationship). Pearson correlation coefficients (*r*) are calculated to determine the long-term correlations among each pair of air pollutants, as well as air and dew point temperatures, within each weather type. Statistical modeling and analyses were completed in R version 2.14.1 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 2012), using the DLNM package by Gasparrini and Armstrong ([@CR24]).

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Across Canada, the prevalence of the mild and benign DM weather type in the summer season is the most prevalent (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), with DT being the least common weather type (highest prevalence in Toronto (6.7 %); very rare in the coastal cities of Halifax, St. John's, and Vancouver). The DT weather type has the highest mean air temperature coinciding with the highest air pollution concentrations of NO~2~, O~3~, and SO~2~. Moist tropical plus (MT+) presents the second highest air temperatures and the highest concentrations of PM~2.5~. MT overnight temperatures (0300 h) are generally the highest of all the summer air masses.

The extreme air pollution and temperature conditions in the MT and MT+ weather types align closely with a consistently elevated relative mortality, with MT+ displaying the highest overall mean standardized mortality for all cities (1.92). The DT and MT weather types have an average mortality rate of 1.75 deaths per 100,000 people. The most benign weather types are shown to be DM and MM, demonstrating the lowest standardized mortality and air temperatures, as well as the lowest and most comparable concentrations of all pollutants. However, air pollution levels and rates of mortality vary by city. For example, O~3~ and NO~2~ concentrations in the DT weather type reach 46.93 and 23.81 ppb, respectively, in Windsor, 47.17 and 24.52 ppb in Montreal, yet only 31.80 and 19.1 ppb in Regina. In the listed cities, the respective rates of mortality (±SD) are 1.46 ± 0.72, 2.27 ± 0.53, and 1.34 ± 0.79.

The long-term air pollution correlations within each examined weather type are displayed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Nitrogen dioxide is significantly correlated with SO~2~ and PM~2.5~ in all weather types, with the strongest relationships found in the hottest weather types. Ozone is found to correlate only with PM~2.5~, where moderate and significant correlation coefficients exist between the two in all weather types. One exception is a moderate O~3~-SO~2~ correlation in DT weather, which can be explained by increased sunlight, heat, and stability in the hot and dry air (He and Lu [@CR35]). Sulfur dioxide is significantly correlated to both NO~2~ and PM~2.5~, with the strongest relationships again found within the two most oppressive weather types (DT, MT+) and the weakest in MM air. Significant correlations of PM~2.5~ with the remaining pollutants are generally present in all weather types, being the weakest in DM and MM. Overall, the strongest relationship among air pollutants is found in the hot, dry DT weather type. Further, air temperature has significant and moderate correlations with O~3~ and PM~2.5~ in many of the weather types and is strongest in the hot weather types of DT and MT+.Table 2Matrix of Pearson correlation coefficients between air pollutants, air temperature (*T* ~a~), and dew point temperature (*T* ~d~) in select weather types during the summer season, 1981--2008 for 12 Canadian citiesDMNO~2~O~3~SO~2~PM~2.5~*T* ~a~*T* ~d~NO~2~1O~3~0.101SO~2~0.36^†^0.051PM~2.5~0.37^†^0.38^†^0.25^†^1*T* ~a~0.20^†^0.29^†^0.110.33^†^1*T* ~d~0.070.020.160.180.47^†^1DTNO~2~O~3~SO~2~PM~2.5~*T* ~a~*T* ~d~NO~2~1O~3~0.131SO~2~0.50^†^0.32^†^1PM~2.5~0.43^†^0.50^†^0.36^†^1*T* ~a~0.080.51^†^0.21^†^0.23^†^1*T* ~d~0.060.43^†^0.25^†^0.28^†^0.66^†^1MMNO~2~O~3~SO~2~PM~2.5~*T* ~a~*T* ~d~NO~2~1O~3~0.051SO~2~0.19^†^0.041PM~2.5~0.44^†^0.44^†^0.20^†^1*T* ~a~0.180.20^†^0.000.40^†^1*T* ~d~0.130.100.070.38^†^0.58^†^1MTNO~2~O~3~SO~2~PM~2.5~*T* ~a~*T* ~d~NO~2~1O~3~0.061SO~2~0.39^†^0.171PM~2.5~0.50^†^0.60^†^0.37^†^1*T* ~a~0.23^†^0.32^†^0.120.42^†^1*T* ~d~0.170.080.120.38^†^0.32^†^1MT+NO~2~O~3~SO~2~PM~2.5~*T* ~a~*T* ~d~NO~2~1O~3~0.111SO~2~0.41^†^0.021PM~2.5~0.54^†^0.34^†^0.39^†^1*T* ~a~0.050.49^†^0.090.26^†^1*T* ~d~0.060.34^†^0.070.26^†^0.79^†^1^†^ *p* \< 0.05 level of significance

Extreme air pollution likelihoods {#Sec10}
---------------------------------

We have identified the synoptic conditions (weather types) that when present, have a statistically significantly higher likelihood of being associated with extreme pollution episodes that have been shown to harm human health (Greene et al. [@CR28]) (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Results for all cities combined demonstrate that on average, extreme air pollution episodes (defined as significantly elevated levels of NO~2~, O~3~, SO~2,~ and PM~2.5~) are most likely to occur in the DT weather type, with relative likelihood ratios of 2.1, 6.0, 2.2, and 4.2, respectively. Significant combined city results are also prevalent in hot, humid weather. For MT weather, extreme pollution episodes due to O~3~ or PM~2.5~ are almost three times more likely than normal. For MT+, the resulting ratios are 3.8 for O~3~ and 2.8 for PM~2.5~. Overall, 75 and 67 % of the cities studied experience a statistically significant likelihood of extreme episodes of O~3~ and PM~2.5~ pollution, respectively, under the DT weather type. Those cities that do not include coastal maritime cities (Vancouver, Halifax, and St. Johns) experience little to no dry, hot (DT) weather, and hence, no analysis can be completed under this weather type in such climates; rather, in these coastal cities, it is the more humid MT weather type that significantly raises the likelihood of O~3~ and PM~2.5~ extreme pollution events. It is worth mentioning here that the DT weather type is present an average of 2.3 % (0--6.2 %) of summer days, and the MT and MT+ weather types only 11.5 % (0.5--29.5 %) and 2.3 % (0--7.3 %), respectively, of summer days in the studied cities.Table 3Summertime (JJA) synoptic weather types per city reported based on frequency (%) and likelihood ratio to result in extreme pollution episodes. Select weather types chosen based on high ratios and weather type presenceCityCategoryFreqPollutant Ratio^a^(%)NO~2~O~3~SO~2~PM~2.5~Calgary^b^DT3.21.93*2.172.215.56*MT0.51.541.54*3.133.95*DM33.41.351.631.091.79Edmonton^b^DT1.11.43*8.57*1.47*5.48*MT0.70.00*2.35*0.00*6.01*DM19.51.67*2.86*0.86*2.03*HalifaxDT0.61.821.661.745.73MT7.71.171.650.37*2.04*MT+1.21.290.741.54*2.55*MontrealDT1.31.82*10.912.438.49*MT220.891.70.891.88MT+4.40.892.830.53*3.97*OttawaDT3.7*2.375.472.32*1.13MT16.21.541.650.97*3.00*MT+2.40.681.670.331.79Quebec CityDT0.7*2.885.232.82*NAMT16.11.07*2.30*0.58*2.95*MT+2.90.30*3.04*0.00*3.19*ReginaDT4.0*3.044.84*1.11*2.07*MT10.91.01*2.21*0.080.75MT+1.41.47*4.27*0.00*2.00*St. John^c^MT6.90.5*2.01*0.56*2.86*MT+1.30.000.980.00*3.09*MM23.00.531.921.011.55TorontoDT6.21.63*7.522.765.43*MT21.51.201.411.121.66MT+3.50.661.320.66*3.93*Vancouver^b,c^MT0.7*3.1513.642.15.88*DM21.51.601.481.291.29MM3.51.400.751.83*2.11*WindsorDT4.7*2.406.183.123.73*MT26.30.710.990.591.26MT+7.30.220.650.111.82WinnipegDT1.91.63*7.86*1.880.00MT15.10.581.620.001.81MT+2.90.00*2.35*0.00*2.50*^a^Ratio = (% of days within the top 5 % level of pollution):(overall/% of occurrence of the weather type in JJA). A ratio \>2.0 (italics) identifies those synoptic categories where the occurrence of an extreme pollution episode is statistically significantly more likely to occur, being greater than expected (Greene et al. [@CR28])^b^MT+ weather type not present^c^DT weather type not present

Vancouver is quite exceptional among the 12 cities, with a significantly greater frequency of extreme pollution episodes for all pollutants studied (ratio = 4.17 on average) when the MT weather type is present. The MT+ weather type yields similar results wherever it is present, but occurs very infrequently in many areas of Canada. In Toronto, Winnipeg, Ottawa, Montreal, and Quebec City, the greatest extreme episode frequencies are associated with DT (ratio = 4.20 on average). A similar result occurs farther west (e.g., Regina, Edmonton, Calgary), where the average likelihood ratio is 3.20. Moderate weather types (DM and MM) show very minimal chance of extreme pollution episodes.

DLNM results {#Sec11}
------------

Five graphs of the pooled single and adjusted pollutant models for all cities and weather types are presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, representing RR due to air pollution exposure within 95 % CIs. The high proportions of significant risk estimates suggest a substantial health burden due to both single pollutant exposure (also in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}) and all two-way combinations of pollutants, in all five weather types. In all weather types, the single-pollutant effects of NO~2~, PM~2.5~, and SO~2~ on mortality decreased subsequent to adjustment for O~3~. This adjustment results in lower RR estimates in all cases, with 67 % being significantly less, and 40 % causing the significant pollution effect on mortality to disappear (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, adjusting for O~3~ caused the variability of the estimate to decrease in all but one of the cases, indicating better accuracy. Alternatively, results generally exhibit an increased variability in RR when the risk estimate increased after adjustment. Significant adjustments highlight the fact that the mortality effects of individual pollutants are not independent.Fig. 1Relative risks of mortality with 95 % confidence intervals (CI) within five weather types and *n* number of cities valid per weather type: dry moderate (*DM*) (*n* = 12), moist moderate (*MM*) (*n* = 12), dry tropical (*DT*) (*n* = 5), moist tropical (*MT*) (*n* = 8), and moist tropical plus (*MT+*) (*n* = 4). Each plot exhibits single-pollutant RR (NO~2~, O~3~, PM~2.5~, and SO~2~), plus an adjusted RR for the remaining air pollutants. Note *y*-axis scale differences between plots. A lack of PM~2.5~ and SO~2~ data resulted in insufficient data to run the model accurately in select cases for the hot weather types. *Asterisk* and *circumflex accent* represent a significantly increased or decreased adjusted effect estimate, respectivelyTable 4Relative risk of mortality (RR) and 95 % CI associated with single pollutant models, calculated at pooled population weighted means (PWM), with standard error, for all cities combinedWeather typePollutantPWMSERR95 % CIDMNO~2~13.250.0001.041^†^(1.032--1.051)O~3~12.580.0001.032^†^(1.023--1.041)PM~2.5~12.990.0011.050^†^(1.035--1.065)SO~2~12.050.0011.059^†^(1.042--1.076)DTNO~2~12.010.0011.067^†^(1.035--1.100)O~3~12.140.0011.064^†^(1.033--1.096)PM~2.5~13.000.0041.191^†^(1.076--1.319)SO~2~12.420.0081.272^†^(1.057--1.531)MMNO~2~12.590.0001.036^†^(1.024--1.049)O~3~11.990.0001.036^†^(1.026--1.045)PM~2.5~12.800.0011.050^†^(1.034--1.065)SO213.110.0011.041^†^(1.027--1.055)MTNO~2~14.220.0011.038^†^(1.019--1.057)O~3~12.890.0011.038^†^(1.024--1.053)PM~2.5~14.460.0011.051^†^(1.008--1.097)SO~2~13.330.0011.077^†^(1.041--1.114)MT+NO~2~13.440.0021.117^†^(1.053--1.186)O~3~12.520.0021.065^†^(1.024--1.108)PM~2.5~13.040.0041.117^†^(1.018--1.225)SO~2~12.750.0051.176^†^(1.030--1.342)^†^ *p* \< 0.05, indicates statistical significance of the estimate

The risk estimates, however, are modified by weather type. For example, in the dry moderate (DM) weather type, the only case of dependence is found when adjusting the PM~2.5~ estimate for NO~2~; the RR estimate is 30 % lower (i.e., 1.020 (95 % CI 1.003--1.037)), which is a significant decrease. The remaining single pollutant RR estimates remain significant after adjustment for the remaining three air pollutants; hence, exposure to each pollutant alone has individual effects on mortality due to no significant change occurring after adjustment for another pollutant.

For the second moderate weather type---moist moderate (MM)---all single-pollutant exposure effects are statistically significant, each with magnitudes similar to those in the DM weather type. The significant effect of O~3~ individually, i.e., 1.036 (95 % CI 1.026--1.045), is not independent, as it decreases to an insignificant value after adjusting for PM~2.5~ (1.015 (95 % CI 0.990--1.032)). As these two pollutants demonstrate a significant and moderately positive correlation (*r* = 0.44) during MM weather (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}), we are evaluating a similar signal in the model. This also signifies that the single-model ozone RR value is an overestimate. A significant increase in the RR is found when PM~2.5~ is adjusted for SO~2~, where the estimate more than doubled (1.050 (95 % CI 1.034--1.065) versus 1.134 (95 % CI 1.059--1.215), respectively), and thus, the health effect of PM~2.5~ is dependent on SO~2~ concentrations. The NO~2~ mortality risk is found to be independent of the remaining pollutant levels, as all estimates remain significant after adjustments.

Within the MT weather type, all individual effects of air pollutant exposure on mortality are statistically significant, with RR magnitudes similar to those of MM and DM. The NO~2~ and O~3~ individual effects disappear after adjustment for SO~2~ and PM~2.5~, with a significant reduction of 3.5 % in RR present after adjusting NO~2~ for O~3~. The significant mortality effect due to PM~2.5~, i.e., 1.051 (95 % CI 1.008--1.097), becomes less variable and insignificant after adjusting for O~3~ (1.018 (95 % CI 0.996--1.041)). As these two pollutants display a significant and moderately positive correlation (*r* = 0.66), we are once again evaluating a similar signal, and the PM~2.5~ independent estimate may be significantly overestimating the health effect attributed to PM~2.5~.

In the DT and MT+ weather types, exposure to all air pollutants is found to have a stronger effect on mortality than in DM, MM, and MT weather, yet due to the lower number of cities experiencing DT and MT+ days (*n* = 5 and *n* = 4, respectively) and a low DT frequency, we see increased variability in the model output, as displayed by wide CIs. The single-pollutant exposure effects of all pollutants in the extreme DT weather type are statistically significant. The O~3~ and PM~2.5~ effects on mortality are independent in DT weather, as they remain statistically significant after adjustment for the remaining pollutants. This holds true even with significant declines in RR when PM~2.5~ is adjusted for by NO~2~ and O~3~. However, the NO~2~ effect is not independent, as it is significantly increased by adjustment for SO~2~.

For MT+, all single models are significant predictors of mortality. The only pollutant to display an independent effect on mortality is SO~2~, as the RR is not significantly altered by pollutant interactions. The NO~2~ effect significantly decreases and disappears when adjusted for both O~3~ and SO~2~. Sulfur dioxide displays the largest association with mortality, yet high variability (RR = 1.176 (95 % CI 1.030--1.342)) with O~3~ adjustment also resulting in a significant effect-size reduction, decreased variability, and an overall final insignificant effect. The absence of MT+ days in Canada and fewer years of PM~2.5~ data results in the model being unable to properly complete adjustments for PM~2.5~.

The summertime city-specific effects demonstrate differing associations between pollution and mortality risk. This variability among the 12 cities is illustrated using the three weather types of DM, DT, and MT in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The estimate variability is greater in the MT and DT weather types and less in DM weather. In Toronto, the risk estimates are significant for all four pollutants in all weather types, with very low variability. Similarly, in Ottawa, all RR estimates are significant for the three weather types due to all pollutants, with low variability (excluding the SO~2~ effect within DT air). Conversely, results for DM air in Regina and MT air in Windsor and Winnipeg are consistently insignificant. The greatest variation among cities occurs with PM~2.5~ and SO~2~, with very high variability in DT weather in Montreal and Windsor and in MT weather in Quebec and St. Johns. Lack of pollution data, mortality values, or select weather types contributes to such wide confidence intervals. On average, for all cities, the DM, MM, and MT weather types result in moderate increases in RR for exposure to all pollutants combined (RR = 1.045, 1.041, 1.051, respectively). However, within the DT or MT+ weather types, the all-pollutant average RR estimates are 14.9 and 11.9 % above expected risk, respectively, with SO~2~ found to be the most harmful pollutant in the hot summertime weather types.Fig. 2City-specific relative risks of mortality (RR) with 95 % confidence intervals (CI) within dry tropical (DT), moist tropical (MT), and dry moderate (DM) weather types. Each plot exhibits single-pollutant RR for NO~2~, O~3~, PM~2.5,~ and SO~2~. Note *y*-axis scale differences between plots

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

Our findings complement the substantial evidence for negative health outcomes attributable to exposure to air pollution. The effect of atmospheric conditions on human health is expected to change with increasing magnitudes and frequencies of extreme weather as our climate changes (Gosling et al. [@CR25]; O'Neill and Ebi [@CR42]). Thus, increasing frequencies and intensity of specific weather types that negatively affect human health (i.e., "oppressive" weather types) will also occur (e.g., Greene et al. [@CR29]; Knight et al. [@CR40]; Vanos and Cakmak [@CR57]; Vanos et al. [@CR60]; Vanos et al. [@CR61]); within which, the ambient effects to human health are vital to understand. There is a large variation in weather-type frequencies among large Canadian cities, which leads to a spatial variation in air pollution levels and health response. Further factors may include, but are not limited to, sources of pollution (industrial, vehicle, nearby areas), climate, topography, demography, time spent indoors, and socioeconomic factors. Therefore, one large-scale model with general criteria will not accurately estimate health outcomes in all cities, and the use of city-specific models is strongly suggested.

Within the current study, it is first established that extreme pollution episodes are significantly more likely in the hot weather types, being the strongest during dry tropical weather. Given these higher concentrations, we next sought out to determine if we can attribute these levels to a similarly greater risk in all-cause mortality within these weather types, making use of a DLNM approach. The modeled single-pollutant risk estimates are consistent with extreme episode findings in the hot, oppressive weather types. However, strong and statistically significant estimates are also present in the DM weather type. Such significant weather type modifications demonstrate the importance of categorizing the analysis into the weather types accounting for six meteorological variables, rather than one. For example, when comparing the moderate (DM and MM) weather types to the hot weather types (DT and MT+), we see that the average single-model RR due to PM~2.5~ triples (1.050 versus 1.154), and risk due to O~3~ almost doubles from 1.034 to 1.064. However, although NO~2~ and SO~2~ display little correlation with air temperature, the same changes also occur, whereby the RR estimates due to the NO~2~ and SO~2~ doubled and tripled, respectively, when comparing moderate and hot weather types.

Significant alterations (most commonly a decrease) of single pollutant risk estimates are found when a two-way pollutant adjustment is employed. The strong correlations between select pollutants and temperature result in difficulty isolating the causal signals (to the model) of one pollutant from signals of another or from weather elements. For example, Anderson and Bell ([@CR1]) found hot-weather effect estimates to be reduced when ozone was controlled for, demonstrating that ozone partly controls the mortality signal from the model. In the current study, significant modifications were not segregated to merely correlated pollutants or air temperature, as adjustment for ozone (displaying moderate correlation with PM~2.5~ only) had the highest frequency of significant estimate reductions.

This was a very evident trend in the results, displaying an overestimation of mortality risk by the pollutants NO~2~, SO~2~, and PM~2.5~ prior to adjustment for O~3~. This resulted in the significant single effect of the former pollutants disappearing. This demonstrates that ozone significantly controls a portion of the mortality signal from the model, agreeing with the temperature-effect finding stated above from Anderson and Bell ([@CR1]). The lone exception to this pattern occurred in the MM weather type for PM~2.5~ adjustment for O~3~, where a similar signal in the model may be coming from each of these pollutants due to their significant correlation in MM air; hence, ozone may be acting as a proxy for PM~2.5~. This also helps to explain the only instance of a significant reduction of the RR due to O~3~ when adjusted for PM~2.5~, within the MM weather type as well.

The improved accuracy in the O~3~-adjusted estimates is due to a strong independent signal from ozone. Adjusting effects for ozone concentrations may be the optimal method in this case to produce more accurate risk estimates and reduce potential overestimation of the remaining pollutants. The correlation of O~3~ with the remaining individual pollutants is very weak to zero (excluding PM~2.5~ adjustment in DT and MT weather, where *r* = 0.60 and 0.50, respectively). This was also found by Burnett et al. ([@CR9]) for O~3~ with SO~2~ and NO~2~ in Canadian cities. Previous studies have also demonstrated a relationship between ozone or respirable particles (PM) and mortality after adjusting for temperature (Hoek et al. [@CR36]; Katsouyanni et al. [@CR39]). Interactions between PM, O~3~, and high temperatures increase the relative mortality due to air pollution, more so under DT conditions. This attenuation of the RR was also demonstrated when adjusting particulate matter model contributions with gaseous pollutants (Burnett et al. [@CR8]). Therefore, in the hot weather types, PM~2.5~ is not independent. Used alone, it is a less accurate indicator of RR and should be adjusted for O~3~ or other gaseous pollutants for more accurate mortality risk estimates.

The correlations and effect modification of NO~2~ by SO~2~ in hot dry air are corroborated by Burnett et al. ([@CR10]) in a study of 12 Canadian cities, as is ozone's insensitivity to adjustment for PM~2.5~ (Burnett et al. [@CR9]). These results agree with the insensitivity found in the moderate weather types in the current study, as well as SO~2~ estimates encompassing the full signal from PM~2.5~ in the DM weather type. Further, Brook et al. ([@CR7]) also found NO~2~ and PM~2.5~ to be significantly correlated in Canada, with NO~2~ being a better indicator of particles emitted from vehicles than PM~2.5~, as well as many other toxic indicator pollutants.

Assessing the results of extreme air pollution episode analysis together with the RR estimates (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), we see that a high likelihood of extreme pollution does not always coincide with a high relative risk of mortality, particularly in the moderate weather types. This suggests that intervention strategies to lower the average levels of air pollutants on all days may be a more appropriate focus, rather than focusing on lowering peak levels (Schwartz [@CR49]; [@CR50]). Health effects of weather due to hot weather types---DT, MT, and MT+---have frequently been associated with higher human mortality and morbidity due to heat exposure (Sheridan and Kalkstein [@CR54]; Sheridan et al. [@CR55]); however, the combined effects of heat and air pollution exposure are synergistic. In the DT, MT, and MT+ weather types, individuals experience extremely high temperatures (and humidity in the latter two) that may have health implications with respect to thermoregulation of blood flow, thereby resulting in heat-related mortality or morbidity (McGeehin and Mirabelli [@CR41]). Therefore, there is a negative effect modification from both heat exposure and air pollution. Hence, it becomes more difficult to tease apart the independent effects when air temperature is correlated to air pollution, such as ozone, which demonstrates exposure risk estimates that are much greater in the two extreme weather types (DT and MT+).

Ozone is one of the most harmful air pollutants and has been shown to aggravate respiratory health problems (Hajat and Haines [@CR31]). Based on future changes in atmospheric emissions, plus rising urban air temperatures consistent with climate change, Bell et al. ([@CR5]) found large average increases in levels of this pollutant across the USA, which corresponded to increased daily mortality. Further, Séguin and Berry ([@CR51]) state that ozone levels will increase the most in Windsor, Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, and Winnipeg. If we can accurately forecast approaching weather types associated with the probabilities of extreme heat *and* air pollution several days in advance (i.e., through the use of synoptic-based warning systems as in Sheridan and Kalkstein ([@CR54])), then warnings can be issued to the general public, emergency personnel, hospitals, care givers, and others to save lives (Ebi et al. [@CR20]). In this way, the detrimental effects of not only heat but also air pollution can be better managed. Such a synoptic-based warning system (derived from SSC) is currently used in Toronto and has shown promise as a pilot system for Canada to issue extreme heat alerts (Environment Canada [@CR21]). Improved knowledge of the combined effects of temperature and air pollution on human mortality is vital for the medical community, policy makers, and community leaders to implement proper intervention strategies (Anderson and Bell [@CR1]).

Limitations {#Sec13}
-----------

The assumption of equal exposure of all individuals to the same air pollution concentrations collected from a central site monitor is a limitation. This issue can only be resolved through the use of personal exposure monitors, which is a large endeavor for large populations. Questions regarding the amount of personal exposure to air pollutants, such as PM~2.5~, and the associations reported in daily time series analyses have been addressed in the literature (Schwartz [@CR49]; [@CR50]). We also did not estimate the mortality displacement (or "harvesting effect"), where life is reduced by only a few days or weeks because of these environmental insults (Hajat et al. [@CR32]); accordingly, our estimates of the true effect of air pollution on mortality may be slightly high. In addition, many subjective decisions must be made when estimating mortality due to air pollution, such as which confounding variables to adjust for, the shape of the exposure-response curve, lag structure, and temperature metric. This leads to difficultly in making study comparisons. A limitation of using longer lag structures is the introduction of more measurement error due to the increased time from exposure to event (Anderson and Bell [@CR1]). Last, we defined extreme pollution events based on exposure to one pollutant only; however, in the future, a similar method can be employed that assesses the *mixture* of gas- and particulate-phase pollutants, which together can modify the effect on human health outcomes such as mortality.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

Our findings suggest that the health effects due to air pollution exposure differ under specific synoptic weather patterns and that pollutant interactions can significantly affect the relationships. As both individual and adjusted-pollutant models display statistically significant increases in RR due to all air pollutant exposures and under all weather types, attention must be given to all situations. Individual risk estimates are found to be significantly greater in the DT weather type for SO~2~ and PM~2.5~ and in the MT+ weather type for SO~2~, NO~2~, and PM~2.5~. However, when adjusted for interactions, the pollutants of NO~2~, SO~2~, and PM~2.5~ are found to not act independently to affect human health, as adjustment for O~3~ caused the overall RR estimates to decrease in magnitude (hence lessening the likelihood of over prediction) yet improve the accuracy, with insignificant estimates resulting at times. This demonstrates that ozone significantly controls a portion of the mortality signal from the DLNM model. Further, extreme air pollution episodes are more likely within the oppressive and hot synoptic categories of MT, MT+, and DT. As synoptic categories can be forecast several days in advance, then city-specific air pollution estimates can then be made for extreme pollution episodes and for issuing heat/health warnings.

Our findings highlight the synergistic effects of multiple air pollutants and weather impacting human health. Results complement the already substantial evidence of associations between air pollution and human health and should alert environmental policy makers to devote increased attention to weather-air pollution synergies and their effects on human health. Further research in Canada involving the specific cause of mortality and age effects using DLNM modeling can provide more targeted results on which to base stronger adaptation and implementation strategies. This is vital as all four pollutants were found to be associated with a significant increased risk of mortality in the general population for all five weather types studied, with even greater anomalies in the oppressive weather types. This study builds upon and complements existing SSC health studies by Health Canada and others across North America and will further aid in developing improved and advanced public health warnings and advisories to air pollution, during both extremely hot as well as dry moderate weather types.
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